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The Collaborative Information Portal was enterprise software developed jointly by the NASA Ames Research Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for NASA’s Mars Exploration Rover mission. Mission managers, engineers, scientists, and researchers used this Internet application to view current staffing and event schedules, download data and image files generated by the rovers, receive broadcast messages, and get accurate times in various Mars and Earth time zones. This article describes the features, architecture, and implementation of this software, and concludes with lessons we learned from its deployment and a look towards future missions.

The Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission was phenomenally successful. The rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, were robotic geologists that had impressive arrays of cameras and scientific instruments. [1] See Figure 1. The rovers sent data and images back to earth, which ground–based systems processed and stored in the mission file servers. After analyzing the data and images, NASA scientists concluded that liquid water did exist on the surface of Mars in the distant past. [2, 3]

The mission was not just about the rovers and data. On earth, people managed the mission, sent commands to the rovers, and analyzed the downloaded data and images. They used the Collaborative Information Portal (CIP) to help them perform their daily tasks, whether they were working inside mission control or the science areas at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), or in their homes, schools, or offices. CIP had a three–tiered, service–oriented architecture that comprised a client tier, a middleware tier, and a data repository tier.

THE CIP CLIENT APPLICATION

Mission managers and engineers working inside mission control at JPL controlled and communicated with the rovers. Mission scientists and researchers working at JPL and elsewhere planned the rovers’ operations and analyzed the downloaded data and images. There were two teams, one per rover, although some people moved from one team to the other. Most worked on Mars time, and each person could have different roles at different times of the day.

Figure 2 shows how the CIP client application assisted the rover teams with their daily tasks by consolidating several useful tools into a single consistent and intuitive user interface.

Schedule viewer

Mission personnel referred to the staff and event schedules that CIP displayed, especially if they worked on Mars time. The Schedule Viewer Tool let them know when events would occur, who was working when and where, and what roles they needed to fill that day. The schedules helped them adjust to Mars time—since a Martian day, or “sol”, is about 40 minutes longer than an Earth day, regularly scheduled events drifted later from day to day relative to Earth time.

Event horizon

Users could place scheduled events into the Event Horizon Tool, which then displayed a running countdown of the time...
left until the start of the event. Event table rows changed colors to warn of impending start times.

**Data navigation**

NASA scientists and researchers used CIP's Data Navigator Tools to access the data and images stored in the mission file servers. CIP transported this information securely over the Internet. Users could navigate the data and images organized hierarchically in directories, or as “data products” organized by rover, sol, and instrument. See Figure 3.

CIP's data repository tier generated metadata for the data and images. Based on this metadata, the Data Navigator Tools automatically classified and organized the data and images into hierarchies. The tools used this classification to determine which viewer to use when displaying a file. Users could also do searches based on the metadata fields.

**Clocks**

“What time is it?” was important to know for everyone working on the MER mission. The mission ran on Mars time, and there were two Martian time zones, one per rover.

The CIP client application displayed clocks that showed Mars and Earth times in various time zones chosen by the user. The CIP middleware server provided accurate times to the client applications.

**Broadcast announcements**

The Broadcast Announcements Tool allowed CIP users to send messages to other users. Typical messages were announcements about new data products. Users could browse archived messages.

**THE CIP ARCHITECTURE**

Figure 4 shows CIP's service-oriented architecture (SOA). Partitioning the software into a client tier, a middleware tier, and a data repository tier balanced and distributed the computational resources, and enabled CIP to meet the goals of scalability, reliability, extensibility, and security.

**The client tier**

Users ran the Java-based CIP client application on their desktop or laptop computers. Therefore, there could be many copies of this application running simultaneously.

We designed the client application to be a “thick client” application that ran by itself, as opposed to a “thin client” application that ran within a web browser. A thick client application made better use of the user’s computer and provided better interactivity and responsiveness. It contacted the middleware over the Internet only whenever it needed to request a service, such as when a user clicked a button. It polled the middleware periodically for the current time and...
for any new broadcast messages. We implemented the client application using the widely available Java platform and graphical user interface components from its Java Foundation Classes ("Swing").

Figure 5 shows our component-based approach for the client tier. Each client tool was a CIP Component object, and a Service Manager object supported one or more CIP Component objects. Each Service Manager object managed the connections to a particular remote middleware service. For example, the clock components used the Time Service Manager object, which managed the connections to the middleware's time service.

The middleware tier

The CIP middleware communicated over the Internet with all the actively running copies of the CIP client application. The middleware included a Java-based commercial off-the-shelf application server and the Java components that we developed. We designed it using SOA principles and two industry standards, Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and web services. [4, 5] The J2EE-based components ("beans") that we wrote were Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) that operated at run time under the control of the WebLogic application server from BEA Systems, Inc. [6]

The middleware provided services to the various tools of the client applications. Client applications requested services from the middleware, which returned a response to each request. The CIP middleware services included:

- **User management service** to process user logins and logouts and to maintain user sessions.
- **Time service** to provide Mars and Earth times in various time zones.
- **Metadata query service** to fetch metadata from the database.
- **Schedule query service** to fetch schedules from the database.
- **File streaming service** to download and upload files.
- **Message service** for asynchronous notification and broadcast messages.

Figure 6 shows how one or more Service Provider EJBs, which were stateless session beans, represented each service. Each bean had public methods that client applications invoked remotely over the Internet to request services. The application server maintained an instance pool of these stateless beans—it created or destroyed these instances in response to the request load. This made CIP scalable: as more requests arrived from the users, the application server automatically replicated more Service Providers to handle them.

Several of the middleware services created data beans, which were stateful session EJBs. Because these beans maintained state information, the application server cached them in memory. For example, the metadata and schedule query services created data beans that used Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) calls to query the database repositories. [7] Each data bean kept a reference to the returned query results. By taking advantage of the application server's memory cache of data objects, the query services greatly improved the performance of repeated requests for the same data. If the data beans were already in the cache, the service did not need to make the much more time-consuming database queries.
A key middleware innovation was the use of web services. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, client applications used web services to communicate with the remote Service Provider EJBs. Each client Service Manager object had a web services client stub that was the proxy for the remote Service Provider bean.

Whenever a client application needed to request a service, it made a local call to a method with the same name in the client stub. The stub converted the call to a service request in the form of a text document encoded in the \( = \)-based SOAP protocol, as defined by the web services standard. [5] The stub sent this document to the middleware server using the encrypted HTTPS protocol. The SOAP processor of the target Service Provider bean decrypted the request and invoked the appropriate public method of the bean. The generated response returned similarly across the Internet to the requesting client application as an encrypted SOAP document. The client stub decrypted the response and converted it to Java objects for the client application.

A client application always made local calls to the client stub and got local results back from the stub. Web services handled all the details of connecting to the remote Service Provider EJB, encryption and decryption, and sending requests and responses across the Internet.

Organizing the middleware as a collection of loosely coupled services made CIP very extensible, since it was very easy to "plug and play" new services and to replace or remove obsolete ones. The application server enhanced reliability by monitoring the operation of the services and automatically doing any necessary retries and error recoveries.

The middleware logged every activity, such as user requests. For each request, the log entry contained a timestamp, the user's name, the name of the called method, details of the request, and key information about the results. We did data mining in these logs afterwards to compute various statistics, such as how frequently users accessed certain types of schedules, or to deduce usage patterns, such as what methods users employed to locate data products. This enabled us to fine-tune the middleware's operations.

We developed a separate clientside utility program to monitor the middleware's status constantly, and to report graphically such statistics as memory usage and response times. Knowing the health of the server at all times enabled the system operators to correct problems before they became serious.

We put the CIP middleware under intensive stress testing before we deployed it into operation. This testing pointed out performance bottlenecks and helped ensure that CIP would be able to handle heavy loads. We developed a standalone, interactive utility to perform the stress testing by simulating any number of users performing various client functions, such as accessing schedules or downloading files.

An important measurement of software reliability is how long it stays up and running. An application can unexpectedly crash, or system administrators can bring it down for maintenance. A common maintenance operation is to reconfigure an application to accommodate a change in an operational parameter.

A key feature that allowed CIP to stay up and running for long periods (over 77 days at a time before scheduled server
Figure 5: The component-based architecture of the CIP client application.

Figure 6: Web services and the Service Provider EJBs.

CIP security was a combination of user management and data encryption. The CIP middleware required each user to log in with a user name and a password. Each user had pre-assigned privileges that allowed or disallowed access to certain data or images. Digital certificates from Verisign, Inc. enabled the CIP middleware to encrypt all data traffic between it and the users' client applications. [8]

Asynchronous messaging

CIP had two types of asynchronous messages:

- **Notification messages** that informed the CIP middleware or CIP users that new data and image files were available.
- **Broadcast messages** that CIP users could send to all the other users.

To implement asynchronous messages, the CIP middleware used the Java Message Service (JMS). [9] JMS employs a publish-subscribe model. The middleware had a number of topics that represented different types of messages. A message consumer, such as a CIP client application, subscribed to one or more topics. Then whenever a message producer (a CIP client application or another CIP component) published (sent) a message to that topic, JMS...
delivered the message to all the message consumers who subscribed to that topic. CIP messaging was asynchronous—message queuing and delivery occurred in parallel with all other operations.

For example, users who were interested in panoramic camera images subscribed to the pancam images topic. Whenever the data repository tier detected a new panoramic camera image, it published a message to the topic. The interested users received the message via web services the next time their client applications polled the middleware for messages.

There was also a broadcast messages topic, to which all CIP users subscribed and which enabled one user to send messages to all the other users. In the middleware, a message-driven EJB also subscribed to the topic. It received and archived all the broadcast messages in the database. CIP users could browse the archived messages.

The data repository tier

The data repository tier encompassed the Oracle databases [10] and the MER mission file system, which ran on separate servers. See Figure 7.

The File Monitor constantly watched the logs generated by the Unix utility program *nfslogd*, which wrote a log entry every time a file was created, read, moved, or updated. [11] The utility had a configuration file that contained regular expressions for the file paths that were relevant to CIP. It filtered out any files whose paths did not match any of the expressions.

Unlike the File Monitor, the File Detector used the Unix utility program *find* to "walk" the directory tree of the mission file system and find any relevant newly created or updated files. [12] It also used a configuration file that contained regular expressions of file paths. The File Detector walked the directories once during each run. It was a backup for the File Monitor whenever *nfslogd* was not running.

As soon as the File Monitor or the File Detector encountered a newly created or updated file that was relevant, it sent a message to the Data Loader. The Data Loader generated metadata for that file. Using regular expressions from a configuration file, the loader derived metadata field values from the file path itself. The loader also obtained some information from the Unix file system, and for some types of files, it read the file header to get more metadata field values. Example metadata fields included the file name, the creation date and time, to which rover the file belonged, the rover location, which rover instrument generated the file data, during which sol, etc. The loader inserted or updated the metadata in the database.

LESSONS LEARNED

We learned several important lessons during the design, development, and deployment of CIP. [13]

Following industry standards and using proven commercial software for the infrastructure reasonably assured us that the underlying "plumbing" would work. The real challenges of enterprise development were not in the coding, but in the integration of the various components.

Ever-changing requirements before deployment and ever-changing operational parameters after deployment made it crucial to develop services that are plug-and-play, mutually independent, and dynamically reconfigurable.

Both user and stress testing were critical. JPL ran a series of Operational Readiness Tests where teams of mission managers, engineers, and scientists tested software systems such as CIP under realistic conditions. We found and fixed many bugs during these tests and gained invaluable user feedback. Our stress testing allowed us to discover the limits
of our software before the users did.

Real-time server monitoring and logging helped the system operators keep track of what's going on and head off any potential problems. The middleware logs provided ways to analyze usage patterns and fine-tune CIP's middleware.

We were concerned initially that web services would cause performance problems, since using XML documents for service requests and responses involved much data conversions, encryptions, and decryptions. CIP was able to achieve a data throughput rate of 100 MB per hour between a client application and the middleware, which was usually sufficient.

Developing enterprise software is inherently difficult. Don't make it any harder. Use common sense. Keep things simple.

CIP AND FUTURE MISSIONS

The success of CIP on the MER mission encourages us to make improvements to the software and to add new features for user collaboration and inter-application data exchange. Ames and JPL are currently designing a new version of CIP for the upcoming Phoenix Mars 2007 Scout mission. [14]

Efforts are underway to define common enterprise software that multiple NASA centers can use for their future missions. SOA and other industry standards will play important roles in creating a multi-center, multi-mission infrastructure that will allow reusable software components from different missions to communicate with each other and to exchange data.
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